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Bayer's Troubles With Hemophilia Drug Spark Angry
Backlash From Community
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But at the meeting in Nashville, Tennessee, last month, one of the biggest players — Bayer
AG — was rejected as a sponsor. Organizers forbade it to set up a booth for most of the
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event. Instead, the group wanted Bayer to give a progress report on a series of
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manufacturing problems that triggered one of the worst shortages of hemophilia drugs in
a decade.
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The rebuke marks how much Bayer's fortunes
have reversed in the small but lucrative

market for bleeding-disorder drugs. Hailed last year as the maker of the world's most
cutting-edge hemophilia treatment, the German company this year could barely produce
a dribble of the medicine, Kogenate FS. In the face of the shortage, an unpopular Internet
sales program and a tight-lipped communications policy frayed consumer relations even
more.
The troubles with Kogenate, like Bayer's much more publicized difficulties with the
antibiotic Cipro, provide a stark lesson on how easy it is to alienate even the most captive
of markets. "I don't have a choice, I have to take clotting" treatment, says Val Bias, who
works with the National Hemophilia Foundation on blood safety issues. "But that doesn't
mean we shouldn't be treated like consumers."
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Though not completely parallel, Bayer's conservative approach is reminiscent of its
handling of the mounting furor in the U.S. over its anthrax-fighting drug Cipro. The drug
was thrust into the limelight after Sept. 11 when anthrax was mysteriously found at
various locations in the U.S. and the country wanted quickly to buy Cipro in vast
quantities.
Worried about being perceived as trying to take advantage of a frightened America, Bayer
was initially low-key in its response. Only after threats of legislative action that included
breaking Bayer's Cipro patent did the company make clear that it could and would eagerly
meet demand.
In the wake of the debacle, Bayer is taking great measures to revamp its production and
introduce some glasnost in its traditionally tight-lipped relations with consumers. At a
crowded session with hemophiliac patients at the Nashville conference, marketing
manager Terry Tenbrunsel was unusually upfront with them, saying they couldn't count
on Bayer as a primary supplier any time soon. "We fell short" in launching Kogenate, he
says. But he also went on to explain how the company was fixing the problems.
The improved communications is having an impact. "They were very honest, very
apologetic, and they did all right considering they were talking to probably the most
activist consumers there," says Glenn Pierce, president-elect of the National Hemophilia
Foundation. The foundation lifted the marketing ban the last day of the meeting after
Bayer made more provisions to channel what Kogenate it produces to health-care
providers and doctors with emergency requests.

Problems Add Up
Bayer's Kogenate problems, however, have added up, as lost revenues and the overhaul of
its manufacturing systems shave some 300 million euros ($268.44 million) in operating
profit this year. For a company with sales of 30.9 billion euros and net income of 1.8 billion
euros in 2000, the loss of Kogenate hurt. Bayer won't say, but analysts estimate profit
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB1008022397757709040
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margins for the drug to be as high as 60%, higher than for most medicines. From the time
the first version was launched in 1993, sales soared. Last year they rose 30% to 491 million
euros.
When production picks up again, other problems may linger. Like all drug makers, Bayer
struggles to meet both ever-tightening regulatory controls and the soaring demand for
such drugs. But distant and sometimes tense relations between Bayer's headquarters in
Leverkusen, Germany, and mid-level managers in the U.S. hobbled the company's ability
to set priorities -- leaving it off guard when U.S. Food and Drug Administration inspectors
issued a damning report of its Kogenate manufacturing practices late last year.
"Our management -- the middle management in America in charge of the business -- did
not handle the situation as we would have wanted," says Bayer Chief Executive Manfred
Schneider. "We don't know why exactly. Much of the focus was on output."
Jan Turek, who headed the unit that makes Kogenate until he was forced to resign last
spring as the problems came to a head, hails Bayer's recent measures but adds that his
team tried "to do everything possible to ensure technical excellence." Unfortunately, he
says, the FDA moved more quickly than his unit could when it came to some practices.
Like Cipro, Kogenate entered a market already clamoring for it. An earlier version of the
drug already had 30% of the global market for genetically engineered Factor VIII, a bloodclotting protein that the world's estimated 350,000 hemophiliacs lack.
Since it's genetically engineered, Kogenate, unlike other treatments, isn't derived from
human plasma. Plasma comes from the blood of thousands of donors, so risk of infection
is greater.
But no sooner had Bayer launched a new version last autumn than it started to stumble.
Almost immediately, the company angered customers by creating an Internet distribution
channel, called Bayer Direct, that forced all patients to buy Kogenate exclusively through
the site.
But patients and doctors pilloried the company for trying to cut out the home health-care
providers and hemophilia-treatment centers through which many buy their treatment.
Patients groups say Bayer was trying to eliminate middlemen and make more money.
"Corporate greed" is how the National Hemophilia Foundation put it when it announced it
would ban Bayer marketing and sponsorship from its events.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB1008022397757709040
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The company says boosting profits wasn't the primary motivation behind the move. Bayer
says direct distribution would alleviate chronic supply shortages and price fluctuations,
which the company says occur when supply is distributed unevenly among a number of
health-care providers.
Within a few months, Bayer retreated, promising to dismantle the constraints and
distribute the drug through other channels. Before it had much of a chance to fulfill the
pledge, though, its supply problems began.
The catalyst was an accident report filed by the company after technicians at its Berkeley,
California, plant initially failed to point out a small malfunction with a meter. But the
report prompted FDA inspectors to visit just as the company was ramping up Kogenate
production at the plant. In a 30-page report completed four weeks later, they outlined not
just isolated glitches, but system-wide problems ranging from inadequate employee
training to erratic monitoring for bacteria to poor safety documentation.
In one instance, the FDA found a problem with the way Bayer monitored bacteria in the
early stages of Kogenate production. Bayer acknowledged the problem but says it used a
sterilization process at a later stage of production that acts as a safety net, catching
anything not eliminated in earlier stages.
"I'm not going to defend the practice, but it's kind of like what happens when you listen
for problems with your car," says Michael Fournel, a Bayer manager who is leading the
company's effort to overhaul the manufacturing process at two plants. "If the brakes
squeak a little, do you go to the mechanic right away? No. You wait and see if it continues
for a few days. And that was the philosophy here."

Scattered Information
Fixing the problems as the company tried to get production of the new Kogenate off the
ground soon proved too much. While Bayer ordered technicians to incorporate detailed
reports from each stage of production into the final decision to release the batch, there
was no centralized computer database from which to retrieve the records.
"We had file cabinets and people running around with clipboards," Mr. Fournel says. "We
were taking existing systems and adding layers of complexity."
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As the procedures became more complicated, Bayer suspended distribution, describing
the move as temporary while it addressed the FDA's concerns. But the company provided
little detail on the kinds of problems it was addressing, heightening patient concerns
about safety. Nor was the company able to predict how much Kogenate it could supply in
the months ahead.
The shortfall in Kogenate hit the market almost immediately. It came just as Baxter
International Inc. halted manufacturing of its drug Recombinate for one month of routine
plant maintenance. For patients, the mounting shortages exacerbated an already thin
supply stream of hemophilia drugs.
Even when the four main makers of Factor VIII -- Baxter, Bayer, Aventis-Behring LLC and
American Home Products Corp.'s Genetics Institute -- are running at full capacity, they
have trouble meeting demand. Patients are increasingly taking more of Factor VIII, not
just to treat injuries, but also prophylactically. Doctors advise starting children on
prophylactic treatment so that they can avoid the chronic joint disease that plagues so
many hemophiliac adults.
Though most drug makers are making capital investments to increase their production
capacity, patient groups have complained that it hasn't happened faster. During the
shortage, hemophiliacs are able to get their hands on some kind of medicine, but not in
the quantity or quality they want. Because of the shortage, some hemophiliac adults have
shifted to earlier generations of Factor VIII made directly from human plasma, reducing
those supplies as well.

Cutting the Dose
Many parents have also cut back their sons' prophylactic treatment with the drug, which
allows them to engage in sports and other activities. "We've got just enough for day-today life," says Patricia DeRatto of Chesterfield, Virginia, who had to cut in half the regular
dosage of Factor VIII for her 10-year-old son Daniel earlier this year. She has banned her
son from sleepovers at friends' homes in case a little playful roughhousing leads to an
accident.
Bayer officials' initial hesitancy to give clear public supply projections as it sized up its
problems increased tensions. "We're taking this stuff in our veins," says Mr. Bias. "We
need to know everything there is about safety issues."
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The company says that to make a statement when so much was uncertain would have
been irresponsible. "Yes, there is a kind of conservatism," says Bayer spokesman Doug
Bell. "It's been very important at Bayer that we know the situation before making
promises when patients are making decisions based on that information."
With customer relations badly frayed, Bayer called a June summit in Chicago of
hemophilia-group leaders from around the world. The company wanted to explain how
the problems had occurred and what it would take to fix them. Both the company and
hemophilia group representatives say the meeting marked a turning point in customer
relations.
"After that, we were able to say within the company, 'Wasn't that helpful?'" says Mr. Bell.
"The shortage has been terrible for everyone, but it's a situation that could have really
spiraled and really hurt relations if we hadn't taken the steps we did. It's encouraged
much more openness."
Once the system overhaul is complete, Bayer says, it will be able to make Kogenate faster.
The reorganization includes $30 million in plant improvements, the addition of 150
employees in quality control and a revamped system to track each drug batch from start
to finish.
"We think we will come out ahead of the game," says Paul Heiden, Bayer's new head of
technical quality assurance at the Berkeley plant.
That's welcome news to consumers like Ms. DeRatto, who hopes the shortage will be in
check by next baseball season. This year, she attended each practice with ice packs on
hand in case Daniel, an avid second baseman, suffered a bleeding. With enough Factor VIII
for full prophylactic use, such precautions won't be so critical, and she hopes the industry
has learned a lesson.
Says Ms. DeRatto: "Maybe someone's finally realizing we're paying customers, not
patients."
Write to Vanessa Fuhrmans at vanessa.fuhrmans@wsj.com
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